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1: Paintings | The National Gallery, London
The National Gallery is one of London's top art destinations and is popular with locals and visitors alike. If you haven't
heard of the National Gallery or visited before, it offers a fantastic opportunity to explore a more artistic side of the city.

It is an art gallery housing Western European paintings from the thirteenth to the nineteenth century. It is a
relaxing space that you can wander around, losing yourself for hours amongst great works of art. On this page
you find details on both permanent and temporary exhibitions and information on tour options and shops.
There are practical details on how to get there, parking, ticket prices, opening times and a location map. There
are also details on places to eat in the gallery and places to stay nearby. What to expect at the National Gallery
and what makes it special Trafalgar Square outside the National Gallery The National Gallery building was
constructed in , after it was agreed by Parliament. This was following the purchase in of the private art
collection of a wealthy banker, John Julius Angerstein. The government wanted to educate the people of
London on fine art. The building finally opened in Since the beginning, the gallery has offered entrance free
of charge. This teamed with its central location, ensures that it is a symbol of art for the people. Audio Guides
There are a range of different audio guides available at the National Gallery. This gives you the opportunity to
see the gallery in a way that suits you and to find a logical route around the vast collection of paintings that are
in the museum. The following guides are available: The 60 minute Tour: Sounds of the Gallery: Manet to
Picasso tour: Art in the Making Tour: An interesting option for artists, allowing you to find out about the
techniques used in some of the most important paintings. Find out how paintings in the collection have
inspired other areas of British life. The Life of Christ Tour: See the Official National Gallery Website Audio
Tours page for more information on what language each tour is available in and how much each one costs.
Shops There are three shops within the National Gallery. They offer souvenirs including jewellery, t-shirts,
post cards, art books. There is a large collection of gifts for children, including pencils, rubbers and postcards.
Permanent collections In the National Gallery you will find over works of art. The styles of paintings cover
everything from Renaissance Italy to French impressionism. The painting collections are split into the
following categories: Thirteenth to Fifteenth Century.
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2: A Short Guide to the National Gallery Â« London Visitors
Adjoining the National Gallery is the National Portrait Gallery where visitors can view portraits of famous and historically
significant people of Great Britain. This gallery opened in and was relocated to it's present location at Trafalgar Square
in

By putting the two artists side-by-side, very often with the same subject matter, the viewer gets an unusually
clear understanding of the two artists, and what makes each one distinct. This is the type of exhibit that really
deepens ones art appreciation. Lee Mac - 3 days ago We really like going to the museum and seeing all the
artwork. They had several nice gift shops scattered throughout with the normal museum type of items. Lots of
Christmas items when we were there. John Maulin - 10 days ago This is a beautiful stop for anyone interested
in art and history! A staple at Trafalgar Square, it is easy to get to along the tube line or by foot near other
tourist attractions, near cafes, pubs, and restaurants, and with a cafe of its own in the building. We went on a
Friday evening, and there was a drawing night event with lots of people walking around the paintings and
drawing them with giant sketch pads, which is a great and interactive idea! We also began a scavenger hunt
from here that took us all around London on a wild adventure! The staff at the National Gallery were aware of
the hunt and played their parts wonderfully! I highly recommend this stop in London, especially as it is free to
enter the main areas! James Stewart - 15 days ago Beautiful. The art will blow you away and the galleries
rotate and change year round. A finer collection would be hard to find and is offered free for admittance. All
the great masters must have been represented here at some point in time. Came in May and then again in
August and it was like coming to a whole new gallery since so many of the exhibits had changed. Dat Nguyen
- 22 days ago Honestly, after my visit it has become my best favorite art museum in the world. The collection
is very well ensemble, many iconic and well known pieces. It is not overcrowded in pieces as other museums.
It was a very memorable experience for me, specially because I could see many pieces explained by sister
Wendy Beckett at her program. It is very remarkable and plausible, the fact that in English museums people
can make a free visit and join a free guided tour, to hear a formal explanation from people more familiar with
the pieces. I am fan of your youtube channel.
3: Family Guide to The National Gallery of Art Sculpture Garden - Mommy Nearest
A GUIDE TO THE NATIONAL GALLERY on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. guide to
the national gallery.

4: A quick guide to the modern art - Review of National Gallery, London, England - TripAdvisor
The National Gallery is free to enter, and is open every day from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. (except on January 1st, December
24th, December 25th and December 26th). The National Gallery stays open later on Fridays (until 9 p.m.).

5: A Quick Guide To Explore The National Gallery Singapore
The National Gallery Companion Guide [National Gallery] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. This gorgeously illustrated and completely updated National Gallery Companion Guide introduces art lovers to
one of the richest and most representative collections of Western European paintings in the world.

6: The National Gallery Companion Guide (PB) | Erika Langmuir |
To ensure the art progresses and fosters an idea and innovation, the National Gallery Singapore was established in the
year It is a visual arts institution which is a home to the largest public collection of modern art in Singapore and
Southeast Asia.
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7: Visitor's Guide: National Gallery in the Centre of London
(In contrast, National Gallery Singapore houses eight restaurants, Altimate Gastrobar, Aura Restaurant & Sky Lounge,
National Kitchen by Violet Oon, Odette, Saha Signature Restaurant and Bar, Smoke & Mirrors, and Yan!) In , the
National Gallery will be staging temporary exhibits to further explore the links between the art of Southeast Asia.

8: Visitor's Guide to the National Gallery London in London
National Gallery Singapore is home to one of the largest collection South East Asian art collections in the world. Housed
within two former civic buildings in the heart of the city, the National Gallery Singapore has a voluminous floor area of
64, square metres.

9: The National Gallery Companion Guide: Revised and Expanded Edition by Erika Langmuir
The National Gallery houses one of the greatest collections of paintings in the world. Enjoy free entrance days a year.
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